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Due to the construction site 
in Camberg we had to find 
another location and 
decided to go to the 
Düsseldorf Center Reverend 
An is already familiar with. 
About 32 BC’s split up in 6 
teams from the age of 12 to 

22 participated at this Workshop. The Motto of our Workshop was “Do Be D.U. – Divine You” (“DU” in 
German means “You”).  

We basically wanted to focus on our identity and on finding the divine self that is within ourselves by 
studying the Divine Principles. We`ve heard Lectures by Rainer Fuchs about the first part of the Divine 
Principles, Dieter Schmidt about the second part as well as 4 different Lectures about the DP by 4 CARP 
members. We also gave the participants the opportunity to study the DP on their own and teaching it to each 
other. Besides from that we did many Sport activities in the afternoon in order to create an environment in 
which young 2nd Gen feel free to express and finally be themselves the way heavenly parents intended them 
to be.  

We wanted this free environment to be the basis on which they can focus on their true, divine self. We 
considered this to be our first step in achieving this year`s German HARP motto “sincerity”, since this was our 
very first Workshop as the new committee.  

We set this goal for 2014 because we see HARP as a platform for young people to strengthen each other in 
their lives of faith by creating strong, sincere relationships. Now, before we can have any kind of relationship 
with anyone, we first have to work on our relationship with ourselves.  

We hope that this very first step helped the 2nd Gen in our German community focusing on their true selves, 
taking of the masks they’re hiding behind and thus creating many sincere relationships throughout their 
lives. 

by Dominik Hideteru Schmitt 

 


